This version of FERC’s Standard Market Design NOPR was highlighted using the Acrobat Annotation Feature.

The highlighted areas are 1) The direct questions that FERC asks in the NOPR, 2) the areas where FERC explicitly solicits/seeks/requests comments, 3) the stated goals and objectives of the NOPR, 4) the areas in which the NOPR documents FERC’s Proposals/Intentions.

Each of the areas was highlighted with a separate color. The Annotation "Author" feature was used to force them into the 4 areas. If you have full Acrobat Reader/Writer add your own notes to the annotations that exist, and/or add additional annotations.

You can view the annotations in the Navigation Pane in both full Acrobat or Acrobat Reader. After bringing up the Navigation Pane select "Start Annotation Scan" at the bottom of the Annotation Tab. Next, double click on an annotation and jump to the specific section of the document. Filter the annotations in Full Acrobat by deselecting specific categories using the Annotation's Filter Manager (find it under Tools/Annotations/Filter Manager).

For a summary of the annotations, select Tools/Annotations/Summarize Annotations. Already built are the Complete Annotations Summary and the Individual Annotations Summaries.

Note that if the highlighted text spans more than one page it was highlighted separately (if a highlight looks odd, check the previous and following pages for the complete text).